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Toyota Avalon is redesigning it for 2019, one of which is that the big sedan is trying to shake off the current car's somnambulant image in the same way that its Camry platform partner lowered his hair in his 2018 rewrite. Like the Camry, the new Avalon switches to the TNGA architecture, which underpins many current Toyotas. The wheelbase increases by 2.0 inches, but the total
length increases by less than an inch; the new Avalon is also lower and wider. More than the exterior dimensions, we transform the look of the redesigned car into an extended and set-back greenhouse that creates a longer looking hood and an ultrashort rear deck. Optional LED headlights and adaptive cornering lights are available at the front. There are two front fascia
treatments on offer: luxury-oriented upholstery get a chrome-plated grey grille and silver headlight frame, while sportier-leaning models have black mesh grilles and dark headlights around. At the back, the Avalon quad exhaust tips for the first time and sequential turn signals into a new flourish. Look at the pictures of MICHAEL SIMARI, STEVE SILER, the manufacturer of V-6 or
hybrid Avalon mainstay powertrain again with a 3.5-liter V6, but it's a new engine, now paired with an eight-speed automatic transmission instead of the previous six-speed. Toyota is not ready to release power and torque figures, but the Camry this engine makes 301 horsepower and 267 lb-ft (compared to the current Avalon V-6 268 ponies and 248 lb-ft). Whatever the final
output, the new V-6 should sound stronger than the old one, thanks to an augmentation that Toyota calls Engine Sound Enhancement. The hybrid also returns, pairing an Atkinson-cycle 2.5-liter serial-four with a twin-engine CVT automatic. All Avalons are front-wheel drive. Toyota has divided the Avalon into trim levels in the luxury and sports categories. In the previous group,
XLE and limited, while XSE and Touring make up the latter. The Touring is the only version that has adaptive shock absorbers (the first is Toyota). The standard suspension differs in hardness between cutting levels: the Limited is tougher than the XLE, and the XSE is even stiffer. Each model has an optional driving mode (Eco, Normal and Sport), Touring sport+ and individual.
The modes change the damping (in the Touring) as well as the calibration of the throttle, steering effort and engine sound. Look at the pictures of MICHAEL SIMARI, STEVE SILER, the manufacturer of the hybrid model, Eco mode allows what Toyota calls Auto Glide Control, which reduces engine braking under certain conditions when the driver lifts the accelerator pedal. The
hybrid also sees the battery moving under the trunk of the rear seat, in a position that allows pass-through to the luggage compartment and makes it a lower center of gravity. CarPlay, Alexa, and several Avalon have been rampant-out spacious, and the new toyota car claims the best in its class status with several key interior dimensions. Real wood and aluminium upholstery is
used in top-spec models, while synthetic leather, microvelúr and real cowhide. Apple CarPlay finally comes with Toyota and is standard at all equipment levels. The Entune 3.0 infotainment system features a 9.0-inch touchscreen, Wi-Fi connectivity, and integration with smartwatches and Amazon Alexa to enable remote startup, door locking and unlocking, and fuel level monitoring.
The colour head-up display comes standard at the two top equipment levels, and each model comes with wireless device charging and a total of five USB ports, three front and two at the back. Viewing images by MICHAEL SIMARI, STEVE SILER, manufacturer Of active safety front, automated emergency braking with pedestrian detection, lane departure warning and lane-keeper
assistant, adaptive cruise control and automatic high-beam headlights are all standard. Blind spot monitoring, rear cross traffic alarm, reverse automated emergency braking and panoramic view monitor are available. The 2019 Avalon, which was built again in Georgetown, Kentucky, will go on sale this spring. MICHAEL SIMARI, STEVE SILER, THE MANUFACTURER This
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d.createElement(t), s = d.getElementsByTagName(t)[0]; a.src = ' ; s.parentNode.insertBefore(a, s);} (document, script)); &gt; Toyota is fully aware that the first two generations of Avalon essentially Japanese Buicks-large sedans are characterized by overall style, a comfortable ride, and an interior suitable for up to six silver-haired bingo junkies. Toyota openly acknowledges the
association: It's a comparison that's happily accepted as a compliment, said Don Esmond, Toyota's division chief V-P and general manager of Toyota Motor Sales, USA. It's not very often an automaker is happy to admit to a product compared to the Buick, but as the saying goes, there's a first for everything. We're not saying the Buicks aren't a perfectly decent vehicle; it's just that
people who tend to buy them are the same people who tend to spend Sunday afternoons cutting coupons and eating blue plate promotions from the four-not-just demographic automakers trying to reach these days. In fact, automakers today are constantly trying to lure younger and younger buyers of vehicles, and Toyota is no exception, it's not, after all, creating a brand entirely
new just with that goal in mind. Scion, anyone? But the new Avalon has its crosshairs set not only on shoppers whose heads sprinkle definitely more pepper than Salt Toyota hopes to drop to a median age of 67-60, but also the previous Avalon mainstay for mature customers. These Avalon surrogates remain a central focus of our marketing efforts, said Esmond. To lure younger
consumers while maintaining older ones, Toyota has dropped the available front row seat as well as the column-mounted shapeshifter (both reminders of the old days) and has instead upped device choices from two to four, decorating each with snazzier sheet metal, that shelter a revised platform, a new 3.5-liter V-6, and a larger interior. Avalon's new physique is the work of
Toyota Calty Design Research in California, which has carved a more chiseled, albeit still conservative, body. The lines are reminiscent of the upscale Lexus, the arches and shapes of the bonnet and headlights refer to the LS430, and the profile and rear view suggest the upcoming 2006 GS. At 197.2 inches long, the new car stretches 5.3 inches past its predecessor, spanning
virtually the same stretch as the Chrysler 300. Width and height are also more than an inch too, and the 111.0-inch wheelbase is nearly four inches longer, roughly two shy of Ford's Five Hundred. Except for the front legroom and rear headroom, which all shrink to 0.4 inches, each dimension grew inside like a Chia Pet. Passenger volume up to one cubic meter is 107-about one
more than a 300-inch, but one less than a five hundred thanks in part to 0.8 inches more rear Bigger inside and out, the Avalon is better under the hood than Past the previous car was a 210 hp, 3.0-liter V6 and four-speed automatic, replaced by a 280 hp, 3.5-liter V6 and a five-speed automatic, manumatic feature. A manumist in an Avalon? We said, like Billy Joel, Toyota is
young. Code-coded as the 2GR-FE, the 3.5 is a destroked version of the 4.0-liter V-6 found on the 4Runner, and it features Toyota's first application of dual VVT-i, or variable valve timing on both the intake and exhaust sides. In addition to producing the most ponies ever offered a Toyota V-6, the 3.5 also churns out a healthy 260-pound-foot torque. Surprisingly, torque steered the
minimum variety, and estimated fuel economy of the frugal variety: 22 cities and 30 highways versus last year's 21 and 29. Better yet, Toyota predicts the Avalon sprint from 0 to 60 with 6.6 ticks, an improvement on the previous car's 8.4-second jaunt. Avalon's robust performance is supported by support stands supported by larger roll-back bars, four-wheel disc brakes with ABS
and electronic braking force distribution, as well as light direct gear steering. Bolted to the heavily modified version of the current Camry platform, Avalon's independent suspension is tauter, providing a sportier ride and handling compromise than its predecessor. Nevertheless, it's an Avalon, so whether you're traveling on a drive-thru straight or winding, expect it to be soft to serve.
The new Touring equipment, suspended with stiffer springs and shock absorbers, dries up some spongy, but this version still feels more at home on the highway than on the back road, although we appreciate its noticeably firmer, more sensitive features. In addition to the Touring, which is highlighted in graphite-ready 17-inch alloys, a rear lip spoiler, HID headlights, and a
charcoal-tinted, leather-trimmed interior, the Avalon is available in XL and XLS trims-over quality from last year and the new Limited. As the flagship, the Limited is equipped with a stylish, Lexus-like internally full with a JBL stereo and a Smart Key system that unlocks the doors when the key FOB is in lock and allows the engine to be fired up by a button. The only trinkets not
standard at the Limited are navigation, stability control, and laser cruise control. Regardless of equipment, the Avalon's new interior cleverly implemented premium materials and countless safety features, including curtain airbags. Pricing opens at $26,890 for an XL, just $230 more than last year's a modest increase considering the jump in performance, refinement, and standard
equipment. The new Touring raises the price to $29,140, and XLS and flagship Limited push the bottom rows to $31,340 and $34,080. With double the choice, the Avalon must find enough grandparents and parents who are not grandparents to meet its 85,000-year-old sales target. And with nearly 300 horses under the hood, Avalons may actually use the left lane to Now that's
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